Is acupuncture efficacious for treating phonotraumatic vocal pathologies? A randomized control trial
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Abstract

Objective—To investigate the effectiveness of acupuncture in treating phonotraumatic vocal fold lesions.

Study Design/Methods—A total of 123 dysphonic individuals with benign vocal pathologies were recruited. They were given either genuine acupuncture (N=40), sham acupuncture (N=44) or a no-treatment (N=39) for six weeks (two 30-minute sessions per week). The genuine acupuncture group received needles puncturing nine voice-related acupoints for 30 minutes, two times a week for six weeks; while the sham acupuncture group received blunted needles stimulating the skin surface of the nine acupoints for the same frequency and duration. The no-treatment group did not receive any intervention but attended just the assessment sessions. One hundred and seventeen subjects completed the study (genuine acupuncture=40; sham acupuncture=43, and no-treatment=34), but only 84 of them had a complete set of vocal functions and quality of life measures (genuine acupuncture=29; sham acupuncture=33, and no-treatment=22), and 42 of them
with a complete set of endoscopic data (genuine acupuncture=16; sham acupuncture=15 and no-
treatment=11).

**Results**—Significant improvement in vocal function, as indicated by the maximum fundamental
frequency produced, and also perceived quality of life, were found in both the genuine and sham
acupuncture groups, but not in the no-treatment group. Structural (morphological) improvements
were, however, only noticed in the genuine acupuncture group, which demonstrated a significant
reduction in the size of the vocal fold lesions.

**Conclusions**—The findings showed that acupuncture of voice-related acupoints could bring
about improvement in vocal function and healing of vocal fold lesions.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Dysphonia affects around 6% 1,2 of the population. Specific populations that have a high
demand on voice use (e.g. teachers) show higher prevalence (9% 3 to 11% 4). Some of the
most common causes of dysphonia include vocal nodules, polyps or chronic (or non-
infectious) laryngitis 5,6. Contemporary treatment recommendations include behavioral
voice therapy that aims to re-adjust voicing mechanics and allows the vocal pathologies to
resolve through a wound healing process is the current treatment option7,8. Surgery may be
needed in some recalcitrant cases 9-11 but follow-up behavioral voice therapy 12,13 is required.
It is not difficult to understand that some individuals may find the invasiveness of surgery
and the extended period required for behavioral change not a viable option for them.
Furthermore, it is noted as much as 10-20% of patients with dysphonia did not improve with
such treatment régime at all 13-15.

There has been an increasing trend in people seeking alternative treatment, like acupuncture,
besides western traditional medicine 16. Surveys have shown that 4-9% of the population in
western societies have used acupuncture 17-19. Numerous anecdotal reports and experimental
studies on the usefulness of acupuncture in treating voice problems can be found in the
literature 20-24. Nevertheless, these studies often lack details on the methodology, and
objective outcome measures. Therefore, the reported effectiveness of these studies is
questionable, as placebo effect cannot be excluded 25.

Yiu et al. 26 reported the first randomized control prospective study on the effectiveness of
acupuncture in treating phonotraumatic dysphonia. These subjects were randomly assigned
to either a treatment group that received acupuncture at voice-related acupoints (Renyin
(Stomach-9), Lieque (Lung-7) and Zhaohai (Kidney-6)) or a placebo group that received
acupuncture at non-voice-related acupoints (Houxi (Small Intestine-3) and Kunlun
(Bladder-60)). Both groups received 10 sessions of 30-minute acupuncture over a 20-day
period. Results from 24 subjects who completed treatment and assessments showed that
acupuncture at the voice-related acupoints brought about significantly greater improvements
in the vocal function (maximum fundamental frequency produced), voice quality severity
(breathiness and roughness), and quality of life in terms of voice-related activity and participation \(^\text{27}\) when compared to those with needling (putting needle into the body by puncturing the skin) at the non-voice-related acupoints.

**Gaps in the data**

The published data on the use of acupuncture in voice disorder are limited by a number of methodological and interpretive concerns. First, majority of these reports did not use objective outcome measures to document treatment outcomes. Rather, the outcome measures used were based on the subjective un-blinded evaluation of severity of vocal fold pathologies and/or voice quality. Therefore, Hawthorne effects and possible biases of the evaluators could not be excluded. Second, control data were lacking in most of these studies. Thus, it is difficult to conclude that improvements reported were solely the effect of acupuncture, as placebo effects are not uncommon in acupuncture therapy \(^\text{25}\). Third, treatment procedures in these reports were not standardized. Many of these acupuncture studies employed individualized acupoints and treatment schedule. Such approach renders study replication and generalization of results nearly impossible. Although the study by Yiu et al. \(^\text{26}\) appeared to be free of these three limitations, the valid sample size was relatively small (N=24).

Therefore, there is a need to validate this potential effective alternative treatment option for treating dysphonia with phonotraumatic vocal pathologies. The present study aimed to investigate the effectiveness of a standard acupuncture protocol for phonotraumatic vocal fold injury using a prospective, randomized, placebo-controlled clinical study design.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

A total of 123 subjects (30 males, 93 females), with vocal nodules, polyps or chronic laryngitis, (as diagnosed by laryngologists), were recruited through the University of Hong Kong Voice Clinic from March 2007 to November 2012. Participants only between the ages of 20 to 56 years old were included so as to eliminate any voice deviations due to puberty and especially aging (e.g. presbylarynx). The participants had no knowledge of how acupuncture would be conducted, no cardiovascular, neurological or respiratory disorders and did not receive any medication at the time of the study. None of the subjects had voice therapy before or was given any voice therapy during the time of the study. Informed consents were obtained with information sheet and verbal explanation regarding the procedure and the allocation protocol were provided. Participants were randomly assigned to a genuine, sham, or no-treatment group. In the public health system of Hong Kong, the waiting time for voice therapy appointment at the time of the study generally varied from 3 to 6 months upon diagnosis and referral by otolaryngologists. Therefore, the no-treatment group was given the standard waiting time before admitted for voice therapy in the public service system. On completion of the assessment protocol, the participants in the no-treatment group were given an option of genuine acupuncture as a treatment, and the participants in the sham acupuncture group were given the options of genuine acupuncture or voice therapy. Six participants withdrew from the study due to inability to attend the session on a regular basis, and the remaining 117 participants completed the full protocol with pre- and post-treatment measurements as detailed below. However, 33 of the subjects
did not return for at least two of the follow-up assessments, therefore, leaving 84 participants in the final analyses if the complete data set. Figure 1 lists the flow chart of the protocol.

**Outcome measures**

**Three primary outcome measures were used**

**a) Vocal function using the voice range profile**\(^{28,29}\): The ability to produce different loudness and pitch was assessed by using a Swell Real-time DSP Version 2 Phonetograph (Phog 2.0, AB Nyvalla DSP, Stockholm). The procedure was carried out in a sound-treated room with voice samples captured using a head mounted condenser microphone (AKG Acoustics C420, Vienna) at a microphone-to-mouth distance of 5 cm and angle of 45 degrees \(^{28}\).

Each subject produced the lower intensity contour first by sustaining the vowel /a/ at the scale C4 (261.6 Hz) by imitating a tone generated by the Phog 2.0 system. The intensity of that particular pitch was gradually decreased until the lowest intensity was produced. This step was repeated for every semitone down and then up the piano scale until the participant found the pitch too low or too high to produce \(^{30}\). The upper intensity contour was obtained similarly with the participant gradually increased the loudness until the loudest voice was produced. The maximum pitch/fundamental frequency and intensity obtained with this procedure have been found to be sensitive outcome measures that reflect changes over time following voice therapy\(^{28,29}\).

**b) Size of vocal fold lesion using laryngoscopy**\(^{31}\): Vocal fold examinations were conducted using rigid endoscopy (Storz Model Xenon 300, Storz Telecom Model SLII, Karl Storz GmbH & Co. KG, Tuttingen) with the images recorded using the Corel Video Studio Pro X2 (Corel Corp., Ottawa). Trans-oral laryngo-endoscopy was carried out without using any local anesthetic to avoid possible effects on the vibratory function of the vocal folds. The participants produced a sustained /i/ with their tongue protruded at a comfortable pitch level for at least five seconds. Full view of the glottis and the vocal folds were captured and recorded using strobe light.

**c) Quality of life questionnaire**: The impact of voice disorders on the participants’ daily communication, job, social communication, and emotional aspects was assessed using the Voice Activity and Participation Profile (VAPP) \(^{32}\), which is a 28-item questionnaire completed by the participants.

**Procedures**

**a) Assessment schedule**—Pre-treatment (PRE) baseline measures were taken about an hour prior to the first acupuncture treatment. Second set of measures were taken two hours after the last acupuncture session (6th week; post-treatment [POST]), then followed by three assessments, conducted 14 days (8th week follow up: FU1), 30 days (10th week follow up: FU2) and 90 days (19th week follow up: FU3) post-treatment. Participants in the no-treatment group were assessed on the day of enrolment, and at the 6th, 8th, 10th and 19th week of their participation. The assessors who undertook the assessments were unaware of
the treatment the participants received. The sequence of assessment tasks was randomized to minimize any possible task order effects.

b) Acupuncture protocol—Participants were randomly assigned to either a genuine acupuncture, sham acupuncture (needles not puncturing the skin) or a no-treatment group. Genuine or sham acupuncture consisted of 12 sessions over six weeks. All acupuncture treatments took place in a quiet clinic room and were conducted by qualified acupuncturists. Three acupuncturists, each with at least two years of experience in acupuncture, conducted the acupuncture. The three acupuncturists were given three hours of training and practice in needling the specific acupoints described below.

All participants lay on a couch and received needling at nine acupoints. These acupoints, namely, two Hegu and two Lieque points at the wrists, one Lianquan and two Renying points in the neck and two Zhaohai points at the ankles (Figure 2), were based on the protocol used in the study by Yiu et al. Disposable stainless steel needles (0.25 mm diameter, 25 mm long with a 25 mm extended handle) were used (see Figure 2). Each needle was inserted through a 25 mm long guide tube (Hua Tuo Brand, Suzhou Medical Appliance, Suzhou) with one end attached to an opening in the center of a foam board (1 cm × 1 cm) that was taped to the skin surface of each acupoints (Figure 2).

The needling depth is typically about 13 mm for Zhaohai, Hegu and Lianquan and 5-8 mm for Lieque and Renyin acupoints. Stimulation was applied by twirling the needles once every five minutes for 30 minutes. For the sham acupuncture group, blunted acupuncture needles were used and the needles did not penetrate the skin but instead the acupuncturists twirled the needles to exert pressure on the skin surface (see Figure 2). Since all the subjects had no prior experience of acupuncture, it is reasonable to expect that the participant could not tell whether they had genuine acupuncture (acupoint twirling) or the sham acupuncture (skin surface twirling).

Data Analysis

Bonferroni adjustment was used to minimize the chances of committing a Type I error (false-positive results) when multiple pair-wise comparisons were made. This was carried out by dividing the p value by the number of comparison tests.

a) Voice range profile—The maximum fundamental frequency and maximum intensity were extracted for each participant to represent the maximum vocal function measures.

b) Size of vocal fold lesion—A modified version of the Stroboscopic Evaluation Rating Form (SERF) by Poburka was used. The mass of lesion was estimated by counting the number of squares (see Figure 3) the lesion occupied on each side of vocal folds. Since a number of participants were unable to tolerate the rigid endoscopy without local anesthesia at some stage of the data collection, the recordings were reviewed and found only 62 of the 126 participants had a full set of laryngoscopic recordings from the PRE, POST and FU2 time points. Therefore, a total of 186 videos (62 participants × 3 time points) were evaluated by three judges (all speech language pathologists), each had at least 10 years of experience in carrying out laryngoscopic procedure and evaluating laryngoscopic images. The order of
the three recordings for each participant was randomly presented for evaluation. The judges were not aware of the diagnosis, type of acupuncture (genuine or sham or control) received or the time point that the video images were taken. The three judges watched the video samples together but rated the lesion size independently. They then compared their ratings and agreed on a consensus rating for each sample. Reliability measures of the three judges, which were reported in another study, were high. Intra-class correlation coefficients in rating the lesion size before arriving at the consensus ratings were 0.81 and 0.75 (p=0.001) for the right and left vocal fold lesion respectively.

c) Quality of life—The self-perceived severity score and the total VAPP scores were calculated for all participants across time.

RESULTS

All baseline measurements were not significantly different among the three groups of participants (Bonferroni adjustment = 0.05/4 = 0.0125 since four measurements were compared; maximum fundamental frequency (Max F0), F=2.49, p=0.09; maximum intensity, F=0.51, p=0.61; lesion size, F=0.48, p=0.62; self-perceived severity, F=1.6, p=0.21; Total VAPP score (F=4.26, p=0.02).

Two-way ANOVA using Huynh-Feldt tests with adjusted degrees of freedom were used as no normality assumption was required. When significant results were found in the main effect of Time or the interaction effect, planned contrasts were carried out to determine which time point was different from the PRE baseline.

a) Vocal function (Voice range profile)

Figure 4 shows the Max F0 produced over time. Huynh-Feldt tests showed no significant main effect of Time (F = 2.01, df = 2.84, p = 0.12, partial eta square=0.03, observed power=0.50) or Group (F = 2.09, df = 2, p = 0.13, partial eta square=0.05, observed power=0.42). A significant Time × Group interaction effect was found (F = 2.39, df = 5.69, p = 0.03, partial eta square=0.06, observed power=0.79). Figure 4 showed that both the genuine and sham acupuncture groups have improved Max F0 over time while the no-treatment group showed a slight decrease over time. Planned contrasts showed that FU1 (F=4.35, df=1, p=0.02) and FU2 (F=3.90, df=1, p=0.02) demonstrated significantly higher Max F0 when compared to that of PRE, while no significant differences were found at the POST and FU3 time points (p>0.09).

Figure 5 shows the maximum intensity produced over time. A significant main effect of Time was found (F = 4.95, df = 3.94, p = 0.001, partial eta square=0.06, observed power=0.96). Planned contrast of Time showed that the mean maximum intensity produced at all the time points were significantly higher than that at the PRE (p<0.015). No significant differences were found with the main effect of Group (F = 0.28, df = 2, p = 0.76, partial eta square=0.007, observed power=0.09) or the Time × Group interaction effect (F = 1.69, df = 7.88, p = 0.1, partial eta square=0.04, observed power=0.35). This indicated that the overall maximum intensity produced by the three groups increased over time.
b) Lesion size - laryngoscopic evaluation

A number of image samples that were not analyzable or did not receive a consensus rating were excluded from the final analysis. Only 42 participants with a complete analyzable set of data are reported here. Five (12%) of them were male, and 37 (88%) of them were female. The mean age of this subject group was 38.26 years (20-56 years, SD = 10.40). Thirty-one (73.8%) of them were diagnosed with bilateral nodules. Four (9.5%) of them had vocal polyps; and seven (16.7%) were diagnosed with either chronic laryngitis or thickened vocal folds. Sixteen of them were in the genuine acupuncture group, 15 in the sham acupuncture group and 11 in the no-treatment group.

Figure 6 shows the mean lesion size over the three time points. Significant main effect of Time (F = 3.18 df = 2, p = 0.047, partial eta square=0.075, observed power=0.59) was found with planned contrasts showed the difference lied between the FU2 and PRE time points (F=5.29, df=1, p=0.027) but not between the POST and PRE time points (F=2.99, df=1, p=0.09). There was no significant Group effect (F =1.99, df = 2, p = 0.15, partial eta square=0.09, observed power=0.39). Significant Time × Group interaction effect (F = 3.77 df = 4.0, p = 0.007, partial eta square=0.16, observed power=0.87) was also found. Planned contrast showed the significant difference also lied between the FU2 and PRE time points (F=6.63, df=1, p=0.003) but not between the POST and PRE time points (F=1.79, df=1, p=0.18). Figure 6 shows clearly that the genuine acupuncture group showed significant reduction in the lesion size over time when compared to the other two groups.

c) Quality of life

Figure 7 shows the mean self-perceived severity of the participants across time. A significant main effect of Time (F = 24.59, df = 3.42, p < 0.0001, partial eta square=0.23, observed power=0.99) was found. Planned contrasts showed that the POST, FU1, FU2 and FU3 were all significantly lower than the PRE (p<0.0001). The main effect of Group (F = 5.32, df = 2, p = 0.007, partial eta square=0.12, observed power=0.83) was also significant. Post-hoc Least Significant Difference (LSD) indicated that significant differences were found between the genuine acupuncture and the no treatment groups (mean difference=1.2 [out of a maximum score of 10], p = 0.01) as well as between the genuine and sham acupuncture groups (mean difference=1.3, p = 0.003). No significant difference was found between the no-treatment and sham acupuncture groups (mean difference=0.1, p = 0.83). No significant Time × Group interaction effect (F = 1.61, df = 6.85, p = 0.13, partial eta square=0.038, observed power=0.66) was found.

Figure 8 shows the mean total VAPP score across the time points. A significant main effect of Time (F = 5.17, df = 2.97, p = 0.002, partial eta square=0.06, observed power=0.92) was found. Planned contrasts showed that the overall mean total VAPP scores at POST, FU1, FU2 and FU3 were all significantly lower than that at the PRE (p<0.04) time point. Main effect of Group (F = 3.25, df = 2, p = 0.04, partial eta square=0.07, observed power=0.60) was also found to be significant. Post-hoc Least Significant Difference test showed only the genuine and sham acupuncture groups were significantly different (mean difference=38.35 [out of a maximum of 280], p=0.01). No significant Time × Group interaction effect (F=1.64, df = 5.93, p = 0.41, partial eta square=0.04, observed power=0.62) was found.
DISCUSSIONS

Current treatment options for phonotraumatic vocal fold pathologies include conservative voice therapy and surgery. In rare cases when surgery is the recommended option when conservative voice therapy fails, it is not difficult to understand that many patients would look for alternative treatment options because of the invasiveness and risk associated with surgery. Many anecdotal reports and more recently randomized trials have shown the acupuncture can effectively treat this problem.

This randomized control study showed that acupuncture on voice-related acupoints is effective in improving the vocal functions, as indicated by the main interaction (Time × Group) effect of maximum fundamental frequency. It can be seen that both the genuine and sham acupuncture groups demonstrated significant improvements following acupuncture (Figure 4). The maximum intensity (Figure 5) data showed similar trend although the main interaction effect was not statistically significant. One might question whether there was the Hawthorne effect in vocal function (maximum F0) demonstrated by the sham acupuncture group. Admittedly, this effect could not be discounted, but the lack of similar finding in the maximum intensity suggests that this factor might have only played a small role, if any, in facilitating vocal function improvement over time.

Both the self-perceived severity and total V APP score in the quality of life measures showed significant Time effect but no interaction effect. Since these two outcome measures relied on the perception of the subjective evaluation of the participants, the results suggested that were possible placebo effects. Interestingly, the data on the changes of lesion size show only significant benefit in the genuine acupuncture group. The sham acupuncture group did not show a similar improvement in the lesion size reduction as in their vocal function. Although the sample size for the lesion size analysis was much smaller when compared to that in the other outcome measures, the fact that the significant finding had a large effect size (partial eta square=0.16, observed power=0.87) suggested that acupuncture had a significant effect in reducing the size of vocal fold lesions over time when compared to the sham acupuncture.

There is a finding from the present study that cannot be answered with the available data. The vocal function, in terms of maximum fundamental frequency produced, improved significantly following both genuine and sham acupuncture. One might contend that this was probably due to placebo or Hawthorne effects. In an earlier report, Yiu et al reported a significant improvement in vocal function (maximum fundamental frequency) also in a group of dysphonic subjects (N=12) with genuine acupuncture at the voice-related acupoints. However, no such improvement was found with needling at non-acupoints in another group with dysphonia (N=12). If placebo effect were expected in the needling procedure, one would have expected improved vocal function in the group that received needling at the non-acupoint as well. Undoubtedly, further study which will include a trial with genuine acupuncture (on voice-related acupoints), sham acupuncture (not penetrating the acupoints) and “needling” of non-voice related acupoints will be needed to answer these questions. Based on the current evidence, we hypothesize that merely stimulation on the skin surface of the acupoints would facilitate an improvement in vocal function at some level.

*J Voice.* Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 September 01.
Although the sample size was much smaller when it came to the analysis stage due to missing data set, the effect size of the various outcome measures were relatively large. The findings from the present study support that acupuncture could be a management option. We would like to recommend that acupuncture be considered as one of the treatment options for treating chronic phonotraumatic vocal fold lesions. However, it should be noted that the improvement gained in vocal function (maximum frequency, see Figure 6) over time was not maintained by three months post-acupuncture. This brings out the possibility that without voice therapy to change the phonatory behavior of the individuals, there is a risk of difficulty in maintaining the therapeutic effect of acupuncture.

What remains to be answered is whether any physiological explanations are available to account for the underlying mechanism of this wound healing effect and vocal function improvement. In a separate study that investigated the anti-inflammatory effect of acupuncture, a wound-healing hypothesis of acupuncture was proposed. The study found that anti-inflammatory cytokine increased following genuine but not sham acupuncture. It was concluded that acupuncture enhances the anti-inflammatory effect in vocal fold lesion healing.

There were also a few limitations with this study. First, the attrition rate and the missing data at some stages of the data collection did not allow us to have a large enough sample size to draw definitive conclusion. For example, the number of subjects in each type of vocal pathologies within each subject groups was small. Second, the study assessed the subjects for up to three months post-treatment. The data indicated that the improvement could not be maintained beyond that time point. Further studies will be needed to investigate the maintenance effect of acupuncture. Third, the present study did not include control groups with surgery or behavior voice therapy. It would be necessary to compare the effect of acupuncture, surgery and behavior voice therapy in order to come up with an evidence-based recommendation for the treatment of benign vocal pathologies.

**CONCLUSION**

The findings from the study showed that acupuncture of voice-related acupoints could bring about improvement in vocal function and healing of vocal fold lesions. Further research investigation into this as a possible treatment for phonotraumatic lesions is warranted.
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Figure 1. Participants flow through the trial
Figure 2. Needling position and needle design

A- Lianquan (Conception vessel 23)
B- Renyin (Stomach 9)
C Hegu (Large intestine 4)
D- Lieque (Lung 7)
E- Zhaohai (Kidney 6)

Genuine acupuncture with a stand and shortened guide tube.

Sham acupuncture showing a stand (1), guide tube (2), needle-holding tag (3) and a blunt needle (4).
Figure 3. Stroboscopic Assessment From adapted from Poburka (1999)
Figure 4. Change of maximum fundamental frequency over time

FU1 - Follow up 1
FU2 - Follow up 2
FU3 - Follow up 3
Figure 5. Change of maximum intensity produced over time
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FU2- Follow up 2
FU3- Follow up 3
Figure 6. Change of lesion size over time

FU2- Follow up 2
Figure 7. Change of self-perceived severity over time
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FU3- Follow up 3
Figure 8. Total VAPP (Voice Activity & Participation Profile) score over time
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